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Yes, you are entitled to choose your own case manager
and treatment providers following a motor vehicle
accident. It’s important to deal with people you feel
confident are looking out for your best interests in treatment
and ongoing care.
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Paul has over 30 years of experience as a personal injury
lawyer, including claims for injuries from car accidents,
slip and falls, faulty products and wrongful death in both
jury and nonjury cases. He has extensive trial experience
achieving outstanding results for his injured clients in all
levels of court, including the Ontario Court of Appeal
and the Ontario Superior Court of Justice.

I am involved in a motor vehicle accident, do
Q IIfhave
the right to choose my own case manager
and treatment providers or must I accept those
assigned by the insurance company?

If you were injured in a car accident, you should speak to
a personal injury lawyer to ensure you receive the accident
benefits to which you’re entitled. Your lawyer will deal with
your insurance company on your behalf.
Since 1956, the lawyers at Kelly Greenway Bruce have
been helping clients make informed choices regarding their
care and working closely with a wide range of treatment
providers to advance your claim as fully as possible. These
professionals will properly assess your injuries, determine an
appropriate treatment plan and submit the application form
for medical and rehabilitation expenses to your insurance
company.
Kelly Greenway Bruce is committed to ensuring our clients
receive the most complete treatment possible. If your
insurance company denies your claim, we will diligently
dispute the denial in an attempt to get you the treatment you
need to rebuild your life.
Call Kelly Greenway Bruce today for a free consultation.
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